
Capstone Project: WAXOFF 
Element A 

Problem Statement:  
Overuse of unsanitary earbuds can cause dirt/wax build up in the ear canal, which may lead to ear infection. 
Consistently using unsanitary earbuds can lead to infection and disease, such as middle ear infections, fungus, or 
swimmer’s ear.  Hundreds of millions of people use earbuds every day which is there should be more attention given 
to the issue. 

Problem Background/Statistics: 
Earbuds sit in the area of the canal where wax is produced. By blocking the               
wax’s natural path of exit, earbuds collect unsanitary wax, which can result in             
countless ear issues. The Malaysian Journal of Medical Sciences found that           
about 10% of earbud users developed ear diseases and 22% experienced hearing            
impairment over a 2-3 year period due to unsanitary earbuds. 

Validation of Problem: 
According to Whittier Hospital Medical Center, “Nowadays, it’s almost         
impossible to find a person who doesn’t own a pair of earbuds… The moment              
you put them in, your earbuds can introduce dirt and bacteria into your ear.”(1)  
On top of this, the New York Post states that, “...a 31-year-old man was left               
battling a deadly brain infection from using cotton buds (Q-tips) in his ears.              
Infections can also be reintroduced by soiled earphones...” They go on to say             
that, “Symptoms can include pain, odor, discharge and itching.” This is even            

more of a reason to pursue a solution to this problem as it proves just how harmful infections can be. 

Blanca Andres - Family Medical Doctor - “It appEARs earbuds have some issues…” 



 

Element B 
Currently, there are no official products to effectively and safely clean one’s earbuds. However, there are many                 
common house solutions to cleaning them. Some habitual cleaning methods include using a cotton-swab, rubbing               

alcohol, or random household items to pick out the wax. Although these            
methods may partially clean the wax out, they do not completely clean            
the earbuds or disinfect them. On top of this, household items that aren’t             
stored properly can carry their own bacteria which can increase the           
chance of infection. 

 

 

Element C 

We would like to design a case which uses UV light to sterilize the earbuds.  This case will also have a pick that is 
concealed inside of it.  The pick would be used to remove visible wax from the earbuds prior to putting them in the 
case.  If the UV case does not work out, we will pursue creating a mini vacuum which, along with the pick, would 
be used to remove visible wax. Also, the case will have four different methods of charging inside of it, so almost any 
wireless earbuds can be charged whilst cleaning. 
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